1. Introduction

December 5, 2022 marks the 70th anniversary of the start of the Great London Smog of 1952 which lasted for five days and led to an estimated 4,000 excess deaths during that month. The smog (a combination of smoke and fog), caused mainly by coal burning from domestic fireplaces, power stations and furnaces, led to the introduction of the Clean Air Act of 1956, a pivotal change in the application of pollution control policies in the UK. The Act allowed, for the first time, local authorities to declare smoke control areas, and introduced grants to help people convert their fireplaces. It also controlled dark smoke emissions from factories and furnaces and laid the foundation for future pollution control measures such as the Clean Air Act 1968, and the Environment Act 1995.

This report describes the air quality issues we faced in 1952, the evolution of pollution sources associated with the change in residential heating and the growth in road traffic, and the issues we still face in 2022. It also covers the health impacts of air pollution and summarises key recent policies to improve air quality in London.

2. Air pollution then and now
Historical emissions and concentrations

Historically, air pollution was very different to what we experience in London today. Complaints were first recorded hundreds of years ago when coal burning was first introduced into London, and from the mid-19th century smogs were a common event in large British cities during the winter months.

In 1952, coal combustion from domestic fireplaces, power stations and industrial furnaces was the main source of pollution, with smoke and sulphur dioxide being the principal pollutants of concern.

During the period of the Great London Smog, daily average sulphur dioxide concentrations were in the range of 3,000 to 4,000 µg/m³ on three consecutive days (the current WHO air quality guideline is 40 µg/m³), and daily smoke (fine particulate matter) concentrations were measured at 490 µg/m³ on December 4, rising to 4,460 µg/m³ on December 7 and 8 (compared to an current legal limit value of 50 µg/m³, not to be exceeded more than 35 times per year).

Trends in emissions and concentrations

Concentrations of sulphur dioxide and black smoke were measured as part of the UK air quality monitoring Networks over many years, and the trend over the period 1962-1982 (when the site was operational) is shown for a site in Westminster in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1 - Trend in annual mean black smoke and sulphur dioxide concentrations at Westminster 7 (1962-1982). Source: UK Air, Air Information Resource](image_url)
The figure shows concentrations of sulphur dioxide and black smoke which were measured as part of the UK air quality monitoring Networks over many years, and the trend over the period 1962-1982 (when the site was operational). Sulphur Dioxide concentrations decline from over 300 µg/m$^3$ in 1962 to 100 µg/m$^3$ in 1982 while Black Smoke concentrations declined from over 100 µg/m$^3$ in 1962 to less than half that by 1982.

Concentrations of both sulphur dioxide and smoke reduced dramatically from the mid-1960s onwards. This improvement was brought about by the use of cleaner fuels (such as gas), the progressive closure and relocation of power stations in London, and the overall decline of heavy industry.

Emissions causing air pollution problems in London have now changed considerably, and with the shift from solid fuel burning to gas, the principal source of pollution in London in recent years is now road traffic.

Figures 2.2 to 2.4 show the national trends in sulphur dioxide, fine particulate matter (as PM$_{2.5}$), and NO$_x$ (nitrogen oxides) emissions by sector since 1970 to 2020.

Figure 2.2 -

Trends in UK sulphur dioxide emissions 1970-2020 (source: UK National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI))

Note: “Other” is defined in the NAEI as any sources that are not specifically defined in NFR Codes 1-5. “Other Combustion” includes manufacturing industries and construction, other minor sectors (such as agriculture and fishing) and fugitive emissions from fuels.
Total emissions of sulphur dioxide (kilotonnes per annum) have declined dramatically since 1970, principally from the Energy Industries sector (which have been largely located outside of London).

However, there has also been a continuing downward trend in emissions from the Residential sector, with emissions falling from 521kt in 1970 to 43kt in 2020\textsuperscript{Reference:3} and associated with the shift from solid fuel combustion to gas.

\textbf{Figure 2.3 -}

\textbf{Trends in PM\textsubscript{2.5} emissions 1970-2020 (source: NAEI)}

\textit{Note: “Other” is defined in the NAEI as any sources that are not specifically defined in NFR Codes 1-5. “Other Combustion” includes manufacturing industries and construction, other minor sectors (such as agriculture and fishing) and fugitive emissions from fuels.}

Total emissions of PM\textsubscript{2.5} (kilotonnes per annum) have declined dramatically since 1970, and emissions within the residential sector have fallen from 193kt in 1970 to 20kt in 2020.
Trends in Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) emissions 1970-2020 (source: NAEI)

Note: “Other” is defined in the NAEI as any sources that are not specifically defined in NFR Codes 1-5. “Other Combustion” includes manufacturing industries and construction, other minor sectors (such as agriculture and fishing) and fugitive emissions from fuels.

The trend in NOx emissions (kilotonnes per annum) shows a very different pattern than that for sulphur dioxide and PM$_{2.5}$, with total emissions peaking in 1989.

As with sulphur dioxide, the contributions from the Energy Industries sector have reduced due to being largely relocated outside of London. Urban pollution will have been dominated by emissions from the Road Transport sector which also peaked in 1989 (associated with the growth in road traffic over that time).

The steady decline in NOx emissions from 1990 (645kt) to 2020 (196kt) has been principally driven by the introduction of more stringent vehicle emissions standards (Euro standards) as shown in Table 2.1, and also illustrated in Figure 2.5 for diesel Light Duty Vehicles (LDVs), and by supporting air quality polices in London.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legislation</th>
<th>Initial Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petrol</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THC + NOx (g/km)</td>
<td>NOx (g/km)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 - European emissions legislation for light duty vehicles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Euro</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NOx</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>NOx</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>NOx</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>NOx</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>NOx</th>
<th>PM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euro 1</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro 2</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro 3</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro 4</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro 5</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro 6</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.5 - Trends in Euro emission standards for NOx and PM for light duty diesels
Over the period from when the Euro 1 standard was introduced (1992) to the most recent Euro 6 standard (2014) NOx emissions from diesel cars and vans have reduced by over 90 per cent\cite{4} and PM emissions by over 95 per cent. However, it must also be recognised that Euro 3, Euro 4, Euro 5 and the early variants of Euro 6 failed to deliver the intended emissions reductions from diesel cars due to the manner in which the testing was carried out.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.6 which shows the NOx emissions standard for Euro 3 onwards, and the real-world emissions by comparison. This under-performance resulted in nitrogen dioxide levels barely declining at many monitoring sites in London over the period 2004 to 2017. This issue has now been largely rectified in the current variants (Real World Driving Emissions (RDE) Step 1 and Step 2) of the Euro 6 standard that includes an extended on-road test to measure RDE, as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

![NOx standards on the road](image)

**Figure 2.6 -**


*Continuing “smogs”*
Whilst the historical smogs of the 1950s have disappeared, several smog episodes, primarily associated with NOx emissions from road traffic, occurred in London during calm, winter days during the 1990s (and coinciding with the peak years in road transport emissions shown in Figure 2.4).

Most notably in December 1991, “Big Ben” was obscured by a brown haze caused by elevated nitrogen dioxide concentrations, and on Friday 13 December 1991, a peak hourly nitrogen dioxide concentration of 809 µg/m³ was recorded at a non-kerbside site – the highest level since monitoring had commenced in the UK. It is estimated that this smog episode caused between 100 and 180 excess deaths. Reference: 5

Despite much reduced emissions in London, pollution episodes still occur, driven by different pollutants, sources and mechanisms. Between 2018 and 2021 the Mayor’s Air Quality Alert System issued 163 moderate pollution alerts and 10 high alerts for a range of pollutants. “Photochemical smogs” often occur in London – and are associated with chemical reactions in the atmosphere – principally related to road traffic emissions.

By way of example, a photochemical smog episode occurred in August 2020, when ozone concentrations across London reached the 'High' band Reference: 6 of Defra's daily air quality index Reference: 7. This pollution episode was caused by a combination of soaring ambient temperatures and sunny conditions promoting the formation of ground-level ozone as imported and locally emitted pollutants reacted in the atmosphere.

A pollution episode related to PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations occurred in March 2022, with ‘High’ PM$_{2.5}$ Reference: 8 measured across a number of sites on Thursday 24 and Friday 25. In contrast to the “historical smogs” of the 50’s and 60’s, this episode was largely driven by transboundary pollution, corresponding with parcels of air that had passed at low altitude over large areas of Europe, accumulating pollution from urban, industrial, and agricultural sources. At the same time, wind speeds dropped in London, resulting in poor dispersion of locally generated emissions allowing a widespread build-up of pollution.

**Current air pollution emissions and levels**

Current emissions and levels of most pollutants are substantially lower than during the period of the Great London Smog, and the source contributions have also changed.

**Emissions and source contributions**

Figures 2.7 and 2.8 repeat the analysis shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, but the data have been derived from the London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (LAEI) (and so are specific to London) and focus on the changes between 2013 and 2019.
NOx emissions have continued to decline in London over the period 2013 – 2019 (approx. 59 kt reducing to 44 kt), with the most substantial reductions in the road transport sector (specifically Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs), buses and coaches and petrol cars). The road transport sector contributed just over 49 per cent of total NOx emissions LAEI total) in 2019, with diesel cars, vans and minibuses the highest (64 per cent of the road transport sector).
**PM$_{2.5}$ emissions by sector for 2013, 2016 and 2019 (source LAEI)**

PM$_{2.5}$ emissions also declined between 2013 and 2019 (approx. 2.8 kt declining to 2.4 kt), with the most substantial reductions in the transport sectors across all vehicle types. The road transport sector contributed just under 57 per cent of total PM$_{2.5}$ emissions (LAEI total) in 2019, with diesel and petrol cars and vans and minibuses the highest (74 per cent of the road transport sector).

**Monitoring data**

Monitoring is carried out extensively across London and reported in the [London Air Quality Network](https://www.londonair.org.uk) and [Air Quality England](https://www.airqualityengland.org.uk). A summary of the monitoring data for 2019 [Reference:9](#) is provided below:

**Sulphur dioxide**

Annual mean concentrations of sulphur dioxide are now extremely low, and approximately 1 µg/m$^3$. There were no recorded exceedances of the most stringent (15-minute mean) air quality objective.

**PM$_{2.5}$**

All sites (28 in total) with reference-equivalent samplers achieved the UK limit value of 20 µg/m$^3$, with levels in the range of 10-15 µg/m$^3$. Only seven sites achieved the Mayor’s target [Reference:10](#) of 10 µg/m$^3$.

**Nitrogen dioxide**

A total of 48 sites (out of 119) failed to achieve the annual mean air quality objective (40 µg/m$^3$). These were all roadside or kerbside sites. All areas of London currently exceed the new WHO air quality guidelines of 5 µg/m$^3$ PM2.5 and 10 µg/m3 NO$_2$, both expressed as an annual average.

**3. Health effects of air pollution**

Despite reductions in levels of air pollutants which resulted from early air quality legislation, evidence continued to emerge from studies in the 1970s and 1980s linking air pollution with adverse effects on health. Significant methodological developments and modern computing then followed, enabling better detection and estimation of the health risks of air pollution, including at considerably lower concentrations than those of the 1950s.

The scientific evidence published since the 1970s was a key driver for setting health-based air quality standards and for further action to continue reducing levels of air pollutants to protect public health. Air quality standards were set initially in the United States in 1971 ([US EPA, 2008a](#)) then in China in 1982 [Reference:12](#) [Reference:13](#) (Environmental Protection Office, 1982; Siddiqi and Chong?Xian, 1984), and later in Europe [Reference:14](#) (Williams, 2013) after the publication of Air Quality Guidelines by the World Health Organization in 1987 [Reference:15](#).
Today, a substantial body of scientific evidence exists showing associations between adverse health effects in different ages and air pollution. Experimental studies show the ways by which the damage might occur, leading key organisations such as the WHO to regard the evidence for some health effects to be strong enough to infer a causal relationship with air pollution. The strongest evidence exists for exposure to fine particulate matter and death from cardiovascular and respiratory diseases. Air pollution also leads to ill health, including hospital admissions, poor lung function, and asthma. The latest health evidence highlights the impacts of traffic-related pollution; Reference:16 links air pollution to dementia; Reference:17 shows particulate air pollution in unborn babies; Reference:18 and provides new discoveries into how fine particulate air pollution might cause lung cancer in non-smokers. Reference:19 Reference:Reference:18

Globally, air pollution is estimated to be responsible for 7 million deaths. Reference:20 In London, air pollution in 2019 led to around 4000 deaths in that year, and led to around 700 asthma admissions in children from 2017-2019. Communities in London that have higher levels of deprivation, or a higher proportion of people from a non-white ethnic background, are more likely to be exposed to higher levels of air pollution. Reference:21

In December 2020 an inquest found that the death of nine-year-old Ella Roberta Adoo-Kissi-Debrah on 15 February 2013 was due to asthma, contributed to by exposure to excessive air pollution, and that her primary source of exposure was traffic emissions. Ella, who lived near the South Circular Road in Lewisham, south-east London, is the only person in the United Kingdom to have air pollution listed as a cause of death on her death certificate. The Coroner concluded that air pollution caused by traffic emissions brought Ella’s life to an end. Their report on the Prevention of Future Deaths Reference:22 identified that there is no safe level for particulate air pollution and in order to prevent further deaths from air pollution in the UK, action needs to be taken to clean up the city’s air.

The well-established body of health evidence has resulted in increasingly stringent WHO air quality guidelines over the years (Table 3.1). The WHO has stated that the available evidence cannot currently identify levels of exposure that are risk free. Since the publication of his London Environment Strategy in May 2018, the Mayor has set ambitious air quality targets for London: to achieve an annual average of 10 µg/m³ PM$_{2.5}$ in London by 2030, which is more stringent than the national limit of 20 µg/m³, and seeks to make London a zero pollution city.

All areas of London currently exceed the new WHO air quality guidelines of 5 µg/m³ PM$_{2.5}$ and 10 µg/m³ NO$_2$, both expressed as an annual average.

### Table 3.1 - Recommended World Health Organization air quality guidelines 2005 and 2021

| Key: |
| ?g = microgram |
| a? = 99th percentile (that is to say three to four exceedance days per year). |
| b? = Average of daily maximum eight-hour mean O$_3$?concentration in the six consecutive months with the highest six-month running - average O$_3$?concentration. |

*Note: annual and peak season is long-term exposure, while 24 hour and eight hour is short-term exposure.*

Source: What are the WHO Air quality guidelines?

Pollutant Averaging Time Averaging time 2005 AQGs 2021 AQGs
### 4. Mayoral Strategies to Improve London’s air quality

The [London Environment Strategy](#) sets out the Mayor’s policy focus for tackling emissions from both transport and non-transport sources. It is complemented by the [Mayor’s Transport Strategy](#) which provides a wider policy framework for air quality improvements and ambition to achieve Net Zero carbon emissions by 2030.

In January 2022, the Mayor published the Element Energy ‘Analysis of a Net Zero 2030 target for Greater London’ Report identifying four possible pathways to net zero, The Mayor’s response to the report selected a preferred pathway for getting to net zero - the Accelerated Green pathway, which, amongst other things, requires a 27 per cent reduction in car vehicle kilometres travelled by 2030. Reference: 23 This section summarises some major policies and programmes in recent years which have helped improve air quality in London.
London’s world-leading Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) has been particularly successful in reducing emissions from traffic. The ULEZ was first introduced in central London in April 2019 and then later expanded in October 2021 to 18 times the size of the central London zone to cover four million people. In the first 10 months of the central London scheme (before the COVID-19 pandemic), the ULEZ delivered significant air quality benefits:

- contributing to a 44 per cent reduction in harmful roadside NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations in the central zone and a 27 per cent reduction in PM\textsubscript{2.5}

- fighting the climate emergency, reducing CO\textsubscript{2} emissions in the central zone by 6 per cent

- between February 2017, when the T-charge was first announced, and January 2020 there was a reduction in the number of older, more polluting, non-compliant vehicles detected in the zone of 44,100 vehicles on an average day (a 71 per cent reduction)

- as a result of the Mayor’s wider policies to improve air quality, the number of schools in areas exceeding the legal limits for NO\textsubscript{2} fell by 96 per cent from 455 in 2016 to just 20 in 2019.

Similarly, the ULEZ expansion has been highly effective in reducing the number of older, more polluting vehicles on London’s roads. Six months on from the expansion:

- 94 per cent of vehicles operating in the zone now meet the ULEZ standards, up from 87 per cent in the weeks before the zone expanded and up from 39 per cent in 2017 when changes associated with the ULEZ began

- there were 67,000 fewer non-compliant vehicles in the zone on an average day compared with the period right before the ULEZ expanded, down from an average of 124,000 daily vehicles (54 per cent reduction)

- overall there were 21,000 fewer vehicles seen in the zone on an average day (2 per cent reduction)

- harmful roadside NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations were 44 per cent lower in central London and 20 per cent lower in inner London than they would have been without the ULEZ and its expansion

- all monitoring sites on the boundary of the expanded zone have seen reduction sin NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations, with an estimated 17-24 per cent reduction in pollution on the boundary compared to scenario without the ULEZ.

The Mayor of London’s scrappage schemes were successful in helping Londoners prepare for the Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ). Reference:24 The £61 million provided by the Mayor supported many Londoners on lower incomes, disabled Londoners, small businesses and charities who would have found it more difficult to
afford to adapt to the ULEZ, its expansion and the tightening of the Low Emission Zone (LEZ) standards. Over 15,200 vehicles were scrapped or retrofitted (in the case of heavy vehicles) as part of the schemes, including over 9,700 cars over 5,200 vans and minibuses and over 120 Heavy Goods Vehicles.

In November 2022, the Mayor announced the London-wide expansion of the ULEZ from August 2023 to tackle the triple threats of air pollution, the climate emergency and congestion. Reference:25 The expansion will be accompanied by a new £110m scrappage scheme to support Londoners on low incomes, disabled Londoners, charities, small businesses, and sole traders.

Beyond, ULEZ, the Mayor also encourages the shift to zero emission technologies through the 2019 Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Strategy (EVIS) Reference:26 which underpins the uptake of electric vehicles through the provision of the necessary infrastructure. The Strategy highlights that London will need between 40,000 and 60,000 charge points by 2030, with up to 4,000 of these being rapid charge points, to support industry, emergency services, taxis and private hire vehicles and Londoners overall.

London has led delivery of charge points across all boroughs and on Transport for London land, with over 11,000 charge points in London, of which more than 800 are rapid and ultra-rapid. This is a third of the UK’s total, and a 170 percent increase compared to 2019. London also now has the most public rapid charge points by volume and share of any European city, with one charge point for every four registered electric vehicles, compared to the national average of one charge point for every twelve electric vehicle.

The London boroughs have also been pivotal in delivering slow-to-fast charge points. A collaboration between London Councils, Transport for London and the Greater London Authority, to distribute the government’s Go-Ultra Low City Scheme funding to boroughs will lead to the distribution of over 4,250 charge points by the end of this year. This scheme was initially due to deliver just 2,150 charge points, demonstrating the successes of London, and collaboration between multiple partners.

In terms of buses, London has one of the largest zero emission bus fleets in western Europe, with more than 800 zero emission buses currently operating. The entire Transport for London bus fleet meets or exceeds the highest Euro VI emissions standards, and the aim is for all Transport for London busses to be zero emission by 2034.

The Mayor’s policies have also transformed London's taxi fleet by no longer licensing new diesel taxis and reducing the age limit for older cabs with over 6,000 zero emission capable taxis now on the street.

The Mayor’s ambition includes shifting people away from using polluting vehicles to travel in the city, to more sustainable options like walking, cycling and public transport. Working in partnership with the London boroughs, the current Mayor has:

- tripled the network of protected cycle routes, delivering an additional 100km+ of new and upgraded cycleways during the pandemic

- worked with boroughs to deliver over 100 Low Traffic Neighbourhoods and over 350 new school streets. There are now over 500 school streets in London, which restrict access to motor traffic on roads outside schools during drop-off and pick-up times.

- made roads safer for vulnerable road users with over half of London’s roads now having a 20mph speed limit
Transport for London’s Travel in London report showed that the proportion of journeys cycled in 2020 accounted for 3.4 per cent of all journeys - a 48 per cent increase since 2019. Cycling mode shares for London residents – the number of trips made by cycling as a percentage of all their trips – were on average around twice as high (5.3 per cent) as they were before the COVID-19 pandemic (2.8 per cent in 2019-20).

5. What would London’s air quality be without the Clean Air Acts?

Analyses were undertaken to simulate a hypothetical scenario of what present-day concentrations of NO\textsubscript{2}, PM\textsubscript{2.5} and PM\textsubscript{10} could have been without the Clean Air Acts.

The local combustion component of present-day domestic heating and power demand was replaced with the local combustion energy mix from 1952, effectively switching from natural gas and a small proportion of solid sources (present-day), to coal and oil (1952) (but using present-day emissions factors per unit activity). Subsequently, the health impacts of such a fuel mix were estimated.

Methodology

The approach was not intended to be definitive or precise. Rather, the methodology provides an indication of the effect that replacing present-day domestic combustion with the 1952 energy mix might have. The most recent concentrations and emissions data which can readily be used for this calculation represent 2019. Previously collated demographic information relates to 2017-2018. These datasets are both taken to broadly represent ‘present-day’. In the context of comparisons against 1952, the imprecision of combining data over the period 2017-2019 is unlikely to be significant.

The 2019 NO\textsubscript{x}, PM\textsubscript{2.5} and PM\textsubscript{10} emissions associated with domestic heat and power (natural gas, coal, and oil) were extracted from the LAEI21 for every Output Area within Greater London by taking the one km\textsuperscript{2} gridded LAEI data for the centre of each Output Area. The total energy consumption associated with these sources for each Output Area was then calculated based on the emission factor Reference:27 for NO\textsubscript{x}, as detailed in the NAEI.Reference:28

The emissions associated with meeting the 2019 energy demand with an estimated energy mix representative of 1952 fuel sources, were then calculated. For the purpose of this analysis, this was assumed to be 85 per cent coal and 15 per cent oil.Reference:29

The GLA provided source-apportioned concentrations by Output Area for 2016, including the contribution of ‘domestic and industrial’ gas consumption to NO\textsubscript{x}, PM\textsubscript{2.5} and PM\textsubscript{10} concentrations.Reference:30 The ‘domestic’ gas contribution was isolated by splitting the ‘domestic and industrial’ pollutant concentrations by the ratio of the domestic and industrial emissions for every Output Area in 2016. The 2016 contribution was subsequently scaled to represent a 2019 contribution based on the relative changes of NO\textsubscript{x}, PM\textsubscript{2.5} and PM\textsubscript{10} emissions from the domestic gas sector between 2016 and 2019 across the whole LAEI. The ratio between the scaled (2019) concentration contribution and the emissions from domestic gas combustion in 2019 was used to estimate pollutant concentrations from the revised calculated emissions.
Using the conversion factor discussed above, the concentrations associated with a 1952 domestic fuel mix were calculated. The total hypothetical concentrations of NO$_x$, PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$ in 2019 without the Clean Air Acts were calculated using the equation below:

\[ x = A + B + C \]

where ‘x’ represents the concentration in 2019 without the Clean Air Acts, ‘A’ represents the 2019 LAEI concentrations, ‘B’ represents the concentrations associated with modern domestic heat and power sources, and ‘C’ represents the concentrations associated with a fuel mix from 1952. NO$_2$ concentrations for each output area were estimated from NO$_x$ using the NO$_x$:NO$_2$ ratio for each Output Area average in the 2019 LAEI.

The resulting changes in concentrations have been used to calculate the health burden for Greater London. Exposure-response coefficients have been applied to the population in the study area.

In order to align with previous work relating to health effects from combustion in London\textsuperscript{26}, the risk coefficients have been taken from Defra\textsuperscript{31}. The coefficients are expressed as the Relative Risk per 10 µg/m$^3$ of the pollutant (RR$_{10}$) and are 1.06 for PM$_{2.5}$ attributable mortality, 1.023 for NO$_x$ attributable mortality, and 1.008 for PM$_{10}$ attributable respiratory and cardiovascular hospital admissions. These are the health outcomes for which Defra states there is strong evidence of an association.

The Relative Risk (RRc) for the population-weighted concentration (CC) is then derived as follows:

\[ RRc = RR_{10}(C/10) \]

The Attributable Fraction (AF) of the health outcome is derived from the RRc as follows:

\[ AF = (RRc - 1)/RRc \]

The AF is then applied to the base data described below. In the case of mortality, the base data are the non-accidental deaths in 2017 for the population over 30 years of age, published for each borough by the Office of National Statistics in 2018.\textsuperscript{32} For hospital admissions, use has been made of the rate of hospital admissions per resident of England in 2017-2018 derived from national admissions data from the NHS.\textsuperscript{33}

The same calculation has been applied to the concentrations both with and without the uplifts associated with the 1952 energy mix. This has been done to allow the relative increase in the health burden to be calculated.

The mortality calculations have been carried out for both NO$_2$ and PM$_{2.5}$. The numbers are greater for PM$_{2.5}$ than for NO$_2$, thus the results for PM$_{2.5}$ are presented. This follows advice from the Committee on the Medical Effects of Air Pollutants (COMEAP)\textsuperscript{34} that the mortality rates based on single pollutant epidemiological models will reflect exposure to PM$_{2.5}$ and other pollutants. It is for this reason that the NO$_2$ and PM$_{2.5}$ results are not treated as additive because it will likely give an overestimate of the effects of the pollution mix. The results are thus presented as mortality attributable to air pollution and should not be ascribed to PM$_{2.5}$ alone.

**Results**

On average, the 1952 fuel mix results in a 22 per cent increase in NO$_2$ concentrations, a 230 per cent increase in PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations, and a 150 per cent increase in PM$_{10}$ concentrations across Greater London.
Over Greater London as a whole, the total burden of mortality from the 1952 domestic fuel mix has been calculated at 1,633 additional deaths brought forward per year, which represents an increase of 22 per cent from present-day mortality associated with air pollution.

The total respiratory hospital admissions attributable to PM\textsubscript{10} emissions from the 1952 domestic fuel mix is predicted to be 3,392 admissions per year across the whole of Greater London, which represents an increase of 235 per cent from present-day admissions associated with air pollution.

The total cardiovascular hospital admissions attributable to PM\textsubscript{10} emissions from the 1952 domestic fuel mix is predicted to be 2,979 admissions per year across the whole of Greater London, which also represents an increase of 235 per cent from present-day admissions associated with air pollution.

These relative changes to mortality and hospital admissions associated with air pollution are summarised in Figure 5.1. The statistics apply to the present-day population, emissions factors and meteorology and does not directly reflect conditions in 1952.
**Calculated change in present-day hospital admissions and mortality associated with air pollution if 1952 domestic combustion patterns were resumed**

6. How has the challenge changed and what’s left to be done?

Air pollution in London in 2022 is very different from that experienced by Londoners in 1952. The air is certainly cleaner, although the nature of the pollutants, especially particulate matter, has also changed. Our understanding of the adverse health effects of air pollution has also changed, with studies showing more associated conditions, effects at lower concentrations, and greater concern over the harms caused by long term exposure.

The recent update to the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) Air Quality Guidelines Reference:35 greatly reduced the level of pollution which could be considered “safe” and underlined the fact that we still have some way to go to achieving clean air. Indeed, the WHO stated that the available evidence cannot currently identify levels of exposure that are risk free.

The ban in England on the sale of house coal Reference:36 has removed the main driver of the 1952 smog from the list of air pollution sources in London. However, challenges remain, both old and new, some of which are explored below.

**Air quality and Net Zero**

Actions to reduce the emission of air pollutants and greenhouse gases (GHGs) are often very similar. Both are largely, but not exclusively, associated with the combustion of fuels (fossil and non-fossil) and so the removal of combustion, such as switching to renewable energy rather than petrol, diesel or gas power plant, is beneficial to both.

However, action to improve air quality or protect the climate is not necessarily good for both topics: the pressure to move from petrol to diesel cars in 1990s and 2000s was motivated by climate policies (diesel power is, generally, more fuel efficient than petrol) but had a detrimental effect on air quality, particularly in light of the failure of the Euro 4 and 5 emission standards to control NO\textsubscript{X} emissions from diesel vehicles (“Dieselgate” Reference:37). Also, historically, the shift towards smaller, more efficient Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant, provided benefits to GHG emissions, but introduced air pollution sources into urban areas.

If designed in the correct way, measures to reduce GHG can deliver substantial improvements to air quality in cities, by for example the promotion of renewable energy solutions, reducing traffic and sustainable means of transport. London’s world-leading Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) has delivered such co-benefits. In the first 10 months of implementing the central London ULEZ, a 44 per cent reduction in roadside NO\textsubscript{2} concentrations and a 27 per cent reduction in PM\textsubscript{2.5} were delivered alongside a 6 per cent reduction in carbon dioxide (CO\textsubscript{2}) emissions in the central zone. Reference:38

The effect can also be more subtle – investment for GHG emission reduction may focus on the biggest emission sources, but these may not be the key air pollution sources. For example, investment in offshore wind power, while necessary, will do little or nothing for urban air quality, whereas investment in home insulation could
reduce the need for home heating and thus reduce urban emissions from gas (and solid fuel) heating.

Further action will be needed to continue improving London’s air quality and move the city towards net-zero carbon emissions. This can take into account the lessons learned and also capitalise on synergies between action to tackle these two challenges.

**Domestic heating**

The 1952 Great London Smog clearly illustrates the impact domestic heating can have on urban air quality. However, while the sale of traditional house coal may be banned in England, domestic solid fuel use remains an important emission source, and one which may be on the increase. The most recent emission estimates for the UK Reference:39 show that domestic burning is now the largest source of PM$_{2.5}$ emissions, outweighing all road transport emissions.

Survey work commissioned by Defra Reference:40 showed that the great majority (96 per cent) of homes using solid fuel for heating also had other heating sources available and the most common reasons given for choosing to use an indoor burning appliance were: “to create a homely feel, so they could heat just one room, to save money, and/or because they liked the look of a fire”.

The UK is not alone in having an issue with the air quality impacts of domestic solid fuel use. A report in 2022 by CE Delft Reference:41 estimated that the annual health costs related to domestic burning across the EU and UK were around €29bn, and that coal and wood burning were the main drivers.

**Non-exhaust PM**

As shown above, diesel powered vehicles were the main source of particulate matter emissions in the UK, up until the introduction of Diesel Particulate Filters (DPFs), effectively mandated by the Euro 5 (cars and vans) and Euro IV (HGV engines) emission standards. For modern diesel vehicles, the total mass of particles emitted from the exhaust pipe is extremely low, effectively removing them as a source. However, exhaust emissions are only one part of the story. Mechanical wear to brakes, tyres and road surfaces also produces particulate matter, some of it extremely fine, that is to say on the PM$_{10}$ and even PM$_{2.5}$ range.

As cars in particular have become larger and heavier, partly to incorporate safety features and partly through consumer choice, so the levels of brake and tyre wear have increased.

The latest NAEI estimates show that brake and tyre wear, and road abrasion, now constitutes a larger source of PM emissions than vehicle exhausts. As this is a non-combustion source, switching to electric vehicles will not help. The problem is such that the recently published proposals for the next round of Euro emission standards (Euro 738) includes proposals for limits on brake and tyre emissions – a world first – although the test for tyre wear has yet to be developed.

Since the UK’s exit from the EU, Euro 7 will not automatically apply, and while it is doubtful that car designs overall will differ between the UK and the EU, components such as tyres and brake pads could meet different standards. The UK, and London, will most likely need to develop approaches to controlling non-exhaust emissions of particulate matter if it is to meet the new Environment Act targets, and WHO air quality guidelines for PM$_{2.5}$ in urban areas.
**Future pollutants**

Ultra-fine particles (UFP) are so small (less than one-tenth millionth of a metre in diameter) that they effectively have no mass. Whilst we have known about UFP for many years, our understanding is still limited, and little monitoring is carried out, although London has two permanent sites to measure this pollutant.

There is convincing medical evidence that UFP can penetrate very deep into the lung and can even directly the bloodstream or the brain. However, the recent 2021 WHO review was unable to recommend a guideline for UFP, due to the paucity of epidemiological evidence (from studies conducted in the population) and exposure. UFP are emitted from all fossil fuel combustion sources, and so measures to control these sources should also be beneficial in reducing UFP exposure. But as UFP concentrations are poorly correlated with other pollutants (such as PM$_{2.5}$) away from the immediate vicinity of the source, additional monitoring is needed to determine trends and support the development of guidelines.

Interest in microplastics has largely focused on the impacts to rivers and oceans, but there is increasing concern with regard to microplastics in the atmosphere and public exposure, and studies have confirmed the presence of this pollutant in both human lungs and the bloodstream. Reference:42

Whilst there are many sources of microplastics, the emissions of tyre and road wear particles (TRWP) are of increasing concern and is currently unregulated. A study by Emissions AnalyticsReference:43 found that the PM$_{2.5}$ emissions from tyre wear to be 400 times greater than from the exhaust. Emissions can be reduced by modal shift to more sustainable transport, the use of smaller and lighter vehicles, and by the improvement of tyre characteristics and setting standards for abrasion performance (see reference to Euro 7 above).

**Behaviour shifts**

The history of air pollution control has been dominated by technological measures, from the replacement of fireplaces with gas fires or central heating boilers, through industrial abatement systems such as flue gas desulphurisation, to the complex and sophisticated emission control systems on modern vehicles. There are two main reasons for this:

1. Technology changes are more predictable and easier to quantify. This means that their costs and projected benefits can be weighed in economic assessments, they are easier to fit into predictive models and greater confidence can be attached to their effectiveness. In short, they fit better into the policy development process which is itself technological in nature.

2. Persuading people to change their behaviour is difficult, takes time, the outcomes are uncertain and such attempts are often viewed as unpopular (for example Government meddling, nanny-statism).

However, relying solely on technological measures to solve air quality (or other problems) is likely to be insufficient to deliver complete solutions. This is both because technology can only take us so far – electric vehicles still emit particles through tyre and brake wear – and because the solutions presented are often narrow.
For example, switching to electric vehicles will have a significant impact on air quality and, if the electricity is produced from low or zero carbon sources, on GHG emissions. However, this will do nothing for road safety and will still require the manufacture of complex electronic components (where there is a history of environmental damage), in addition to requiring a huge increase in the total amount of electricity generated.

On the other hand, persuading more people to walk, cycle or use public transport benefits both air quality and climate change, in addition to reducing noise, increasing physical activity (and reducing the direct and indirect costs of poor health), increasing social cohesion, and giving a boost to mental health.

The Netherlands is often referred to as an example of where low and no emission transport is favoured over motorised options. School drop-off in Amsterdam can look very similar to its equivalent in London, except the cars are swapped for bikes, and town planning makes it physically difficult to drive through some towns, making walking and cycling both quicker and easier. This has not always been the case – in the 1950s and 60s, the Netherlands had similar approaches to transport planning as the UK and other European countries. However, public concern over road safety prompted the Government to adopt a policy of favouring walking and cycling over motorised transport and, 70 years later, low carbon transport is embedded in Dutch culture.

Achieving such cultural change need not take 70 years, as the shifts in behaviour brought about by COVID-19 lockdowns demonstrated (although some of these shifts are being increasingly reversed). However, behavioural shifts can be enacted through more subtle means. Small scale projects, such as school streets\(^44\)\(^45\) can have an incremental effect on both air pollution and people’s behaviours. While their effects on air pollution tend to be difficult to isolate when taken individually, small scale behavioural change projects can act as an enabler to more hard-edged measures – they gradually shift attitudes in favour of air pollution control. A recent study by Imperial College showed how behaviour changes can benefit air quality overall and have a beneficial impact on a variety of other issues.\(^46\)

**Indoor air pollution**

As people spend a considerable part of their lives indoors (at home, work/school or other public spaces), exposure to air pollution in these environments can represent a significant fraction of their overall exposure, and is the basis of a recent report published by the Air Quality Expert Group (AQEG).\(^47\)

Indoor air quality is complex and has been studied to a lesser extent than ambient air quality. Indoor air quality is affected by the ingress of outdoor air (that additionally supports measures to reduce ambient levels of pollution), but is also affected to a greater extent by emissions from indoor sources such as building and furnishing materials, combustion appliances for heating and cooking, the use of solvent-containing products, and cleaning and personal care products. Some of these emissions are under control of the individual (for example use of personal care products in the home) but others (emissions from building fabrics, or ventilation rates in public spaces or workplace) are not. Many of the key pollutants in ambient air are found indoors (such as PM\(_{2.5}\) and NO\(_2\)), but others (such as range of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)) are found in much greater quantities indoors.

There are many measures at different levels that can be used to control indoor emissions. Some are regulated (such as controls on ventilation rates, standards for solid-fuel burners, controls on the VOC content of paints and other products, or similar). Measures at the individual level (via actions or behavioural changes) can also improve indoor air quality, but many of the sources are linked to personal choice (such as cooking, cleaning, use of candles and fragrances, or similar).
The AQEG report notes that “many of the challenges around indoor air pollution stem from deficiencies in the evidence system and the lack of recognition of its potential importance outside expert communities. As an issue that has had no obvious single owner in either government or the research funders this is perhaps unsurprising. It is noted that the Cross Government Working Level Group on Indoor Air Quality has been set up. It will be important that this Group, or an equivalent, remains active and is effective at raising the profile of indoor air pollution across government.”

**Clear goals and a positive vision**

In common with many environmental issues, air quality is often presented as a negative, either in terms of the need for action (air pollution being responsible for large numbers of additional deaths) or the impact of the actions themselves (increased charging, restricted access, products being banned).

Research into health impacts, such as that assessed in the WHO Air Quality Guidelines, has demonstrated that air pollution causes significant health effects at levels which cannot be perceived directly (as to say they have no noticeable odour or appearance). Thus, the benefits of improved air quality are intangible and may not act as a motivator for action without demonstration of these actions at a local level. Being able to see, in the real world, the link between actions and positive outcomes is a far stronger driver for the acceptance of those actions, than the fear of the consequences of inaction.

Measures designed to improve air quality almost never effect air quality alone. Likewise, measures to reduce GHG emissions, noise level, increase green space, etc will have knock-on effects on air quality. If designed effectively, the benefits of such actions can reinforce each other to create urban environments that are more person- (as opposed to vehicle-) focussed, are better places to live and work, and support more active and vibrant communities. This is encapsulated in the ten indicators on the Mayor of London’s Health Streets45. However, there are three clear preconditions for the creation of environments like Healthy Streets:

1. A clear, agreed sets of goals and parameters which developers and planners can work to, in order to encourage innovative, positive and integrated development.

2. Strong and extensive community outreach and engagement to ensure that designs meet community needs and address community concerns.

3. A “vision” for what the success looks like which can be (and is) clearly communicated and informs the development of policies and measures to address air quality and other issues.

Community outreach and engagement is particularly important. Solutions which are perceived as being imposed by either national or local authorities with no engagementReference:48 are much more likely to be resisted by local communities and much less likely to be successful. A failure to engage could result in specific concerns and issues of different community groups not be picked up and addressed in the scheme design, thus leading to a less successful outcome.

If action to improve air quality is to be successful into the future, it has to be accompanied by a positive view of the benefits of success, and it must carry local communities with it.
7. Conclusions

The air pollution climate in London has changed dramatically over the past 70 years since the Great London Smog. The Clean Air Acts, and subsequent legislation, have brought about substantial improvements to air quality.

To illustrate the effect of the Clean Air Acts, an analysis has been undertaken to simulate a hypothetical scenario of what present-day levels of nitrogen dioxide, PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ could have been without the Acts in place, and the subsequent reduction in coal burning in London.

The local combustion component of present-day domestic heating and power demand was replaced with the local combustion energy mix from 1952, effectively switching them from natural gas and a small proportion of solid fuels (present day) to coal and oil (representing 1952), but using present-day emission factors per unit activity. On average, the 1952 fuel mix results in a 22 per cent increase in nitrogen dioxide concentrations, a 230 per cent increase in PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations, and a 150 per cent increase in PM$_{10}$ concentrations across Greater London compared to the present-day fuel mix. Over Greater London as a whole, this results in an additional 1,633 additional brought-forwards deaths per year, or a 22 per cent increase in mortality. The 1952 fuel mix also represents an additional 3,392 hospital admissions per year attributable to PM$_{10}$ concentrations, or a 235 per cent increase compared to present-day emissions.

As a shift away from solid fuel burning reduced emissions of sulphur dioxide and smoke, so the increasing use of road transport caused a dramatic rise in NO\textsubscript{X} emissions and nitrogen dioxide concentrations in London. While measures to tackle road transport emissions were introduced, the efficacy was hampered by an inadequate testing regime that allowed real world driving emissions to be many times higher than the standard; this has now been rectified by the latest variants of the Euro standard and there is convincing evidence that levels of nitrogen dioxide are falling.

Despite these improvements, air pollution problems in London remain, and the capital continues to be affected by pollution episodes every year – often driven by pollution emissions arising outside of the city. There are also new challenges related to a rise in domestic solid fuel burning, controlling non-vehicle emissions from road transport, and “new” pollutants such as Ultra Fine Particles and microplastics, that will require continued regulation and policies into the future.
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